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A MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ou should receive this issue of FarmFolk CityFolk magazine just in time for the
holidays, so we’ve included something special to help you celebrate. Inside
you will read about how to put together a classic holiday meal using with the
best food and drink British Columbia has to offer. The holidays gives us an opportunity to slow down, come together, and connect with loved ones through the story
of our food–we hope these resources make your celebration joyful and delicious.

Y

When you sit back after a delicious holiday meal, to stuffed to eat another bite,
and looking for a distraction to help you digest, we hope you’ll kick back and read
about what we’ve been up to this past year and what we have planned for 2016.
We’re all familiar with the work of British celebrity chef Jamie Oliver to educate
kids on how to cook and working with schools to serve healthier meals. A noble and
important goal to be sure but logistically how do we make it happen? In this issue
of FarmFolk CityFolk Magazine you will read about our Farm to School program and
the tools we are using to help institutions purchase more local food.
It’s hard to imagine but in 2016 we will host our 50th Feast of Fields! Perhaps the
greatest local food celebration in Canada, if not the largest and most impactful–with
all proceeds going to help farmers and build a more sustainable food system. Since
1993 FarmFolk CityFolk has hosted these events in Metro Vancouver, on Vancouver
Island, in Sea to Sky Country, and in the Okanagan. Fifty is the gold celebration and
we hope you will join us next summer and celebrate this special milestone.

WE
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CityFolk is a not for profit
Fa armFolk
society that is working to cultivate
local, sustainable food system. Our

projects provide access to & protection
of foodlands; support local growers and
producers; and engage communities in the
celebration of local food.
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It’s our shared connection to
our agrarian past that really
shines during the holidays

E CO N O M IC S

O F

FOOD

Building a Made in BC
Holiday Meal
By Nicholas Scapillati

arlier this year I was interviewed by the Vancouver Sun about the rise in popularity of local food and whether it was possible to build a truly sustainable
Holiday meal.

E

Like many of our readers for me this was easy work. My family shops at the farmers
market, we subscribe to a CSA (community supported agriculture), we grow a little
of our own produce in our backyard garden–and all of our herbs, my wife makes
delicious preserves in the summer that we enjoy all winter long, we enjoy British
Columbia wines, and we live in a city with grocery stores and markets that champion
the idea of local–sustainable food and getting to know your farmer.
But what is it like for other British Columbians? What’s it like for people outside
the “farm to table” bubble? Well it turns out we are not that different from one
another, and the holidays in particular show how connected we all are to our local
food system, and how we all have that something special we bring to the table.
Canada has been an agrarian society for a long time and only recently, since the
1940s, have more of us lived in cities than in farming communities. That means
somewhere on your family tree there is a farmer. And, if you are a new Canadian
that branch might be much closer that most multi-generational Canadians. As well,
new Canadians and Canadians deeply connected to their homeland, are more likely
to tend a backyard food garden–something that helps maintain their connection to
their culture, where they can grow culturally appropriate vegetables, that may be
hard to find at their local market.

“Everyone in my family has a garden, we can and preserve, we fish and
we hunt, and we trade with our neighbours and friends.”
I grew up in an Irish-Italian-Canadian family which means I have a lot of aunts,
uncles, and cousins. Both my parents have 8 brothers and sisters–that’s a lot of
mouths to feed. In the 1960s and 1970s my grandfather would rent an 1/2 acre of
land from a local farmer, which the whole family would work to help feed the ferocious appetites of his young growing family. It’s an early memory for me, mostly I
just remember running through corn stalks and helping with the harvest, but these
memories connect me to my agrarian past.
It’s this shared connection to our agrarian past (and present) that really shines during the holidays as we go that extra mile to share something special with our loved
ones. It’s at this time of year that we make more of an effort to bring out those gems
we have been storing away, to created something special from those vegetables you
grew ourselves, or to find the perfect bird from that farmer we know, who raises
them just right–free and happy.
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“In this busy and distracting world we are always looking for more
meaning in our lives, for ways to connect with others, and the world
around us in a meaningful way. The holidays gives us the opportunity to
slow down, come together, and find that meaning through the story of
our food.”
As you gather with your friends and family to celebrate the holiday season and
give thanks for the bounty you have prepared, consider how you might take this
celebration beyond the holidays and find deeper meaning through local–sustainable food all year long.
The local food movement is more popular than it has been in generations. There
is so much to choose from and it’s easier than ever to put together a meal that is
truly British Columbian. Here’s a few ideas to help get you started, that tells the
story of what we grow in BC.

Good
Money™

supports building
a sustainable
and viable local
food system.

Protein:
Look for pasture raised turkey–free and happy.
Go west coast and serve wild salmon.

Stuffing:
There are a few farmers on Vancouver Island, the Fraser Valley, and the Okanagan
growing local heritage grains, look for a local baker using their grain to create a 100
mile loaf.

Vegetables:

Vancity is proud to support
young agrarians like those at
Zaklan Heritage Farm, who are
growing and supplying produce
to their community.
If you’re a small grower or
producer find out more at
vancity.com/smallgrowers

Eat what’s in season–roasted carrots, onions, and potatoes. Squash and kale are
in their prime in the holiday season. They go perfect with roasted turkey or fish and
will warm the cockles of your heart.

Butter:
The secret ingredient to any recipe. Many artisan cheese makers are making delicious local hand churned butter and BC’s oldest dairy, Avalon, makes delicious local
organic butter.

Drink:
There are so many amazing BC wines to choose from that pair nicely with your
meal, that will make your gravy sing when added to the recipe, and award wining
bubbles that are perfect for toasting.

Dessert:
Canned Similkameen Peaches are perhaps the greatest thing ever created but
if your aunt won’t part with hers try baking a crisp with a heritage variety apple
topped with local ice cream.
Nicholas Scapillati is the Executive Director of FarmFolk CityFolk. He is a dedicated activist
and conservationist and has worked on environmental sustainability issues for over 15 years.
Urban agriculture has been a tradition in Nicholas’ family for generations which has cultivated
his love of food and passion for cooking. If we are to continue to eat and drink good food and
water we must forcefully and effectively engage politically.
Good Money (TM) and Make Good Money (TM)
are trademarks of Vancouver City Savings Credit Union.
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Our world is overloaded with
sugars at a time when we
couldn’t possibly need it less.
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Sweet Things
By Desiree Nielsen BSc RD

e have a biological drive to search out sweet foods. Our ancient relatives
prized berries, fruits and honey to provide quick energy for the long days
of activity. And, when these were the only sugar sources available, trusting your sweet tooth was of little harm.

W

Fast forward to present day: our world is overloaded with sugars at a time when
we couldn’t possibly need it less. The World Health Organization recommends we
limit added/free sugars to no more than 10% of our total calories... or about 12
teaspoons (50g) of sugar a day on a 2000 calorie diet. The American Heart Association recommends no more than 9 teaspoons a day for men and 6 teaspoons a day
for women... and juice is included in these numbers.
Which leads us to search out healthier options to indulge our biological drives.
Using a non-caloric sweetener isn’t going to cut it either. Their unusual, hyper sweet
tastes simply reinforce your sweet tooth and lead you away from healthier choices,
like an apple. Healthier eating means weaning yourself off of the sugar high by reading ingredients and avoiding foods with sweeteners.
When a bit of sweetness is desired, it is important to know your best choices. So
here are my picks for which sweeteners to use daily, sometimes and (hopefully) not
at all.

Everyday but don’t go overboard! Use
DATES – Whole food sources of sugar always beat concentrated sugars for nutrition, flavour and satiety. One (24g) pitted Medjool date is the whole food equivalent
of 4 tsp. (16g) of sugar. Puree to sweeten baked goods. Prunes and unsweetened
applesauce are also a great choice for baking; you’ll have to adjust liquid levels.
MAPLE SYRUP – Boiled and concentrated from the sap of maple trees, maple
syrup is flavourful, meaning that you will likely use less of it than white sugar. It
is mostly sucrose, the same sugar as table sugar, making it safe for low FODMAP
(diets low in Fermentable Oligosaccharides, Disaccharides, Monosaccharides and Polyols)

diets. There are minerals, yes, but a tablespoon of maple syrup only contains about
15mg of calcium (1.5% of your daily need) and 0.25mg of iron. Use maple syrup for
sweetening, baking and cooking.
HONEY – One of the least processed sweeteners (if you choose raw, unpasteurized honey). Wins on flavour and certain forms of honey, such as the pricey Manuka,
may hold health benefits such as improving cough in children and supporting healthy
glycemia in diabetes. Higher in fructose, so a no go for low FODMAP diets. Also, raw
honey is a food safety risk for pregnant women and infants.
REAL CANE SUGAR – Sometimes, you just need the clean taste and physical attributes of real sugar. Vegans need to look for organic varieties to avoid the use of
bone char in processing. When you can, improve the social impact of your sweet
6
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tooth by buying organic, fair trade varieties. One teaspoon of
sugar is equal to 4g of sugars. Don’t think that brown sugar
is somehow healthier: brown sugar is just cane sugar with
molasses added back for colour, texture and flavour.

Occasional Use:
STEVIA – Stevia is a plant whose leaves are intensely sweet,
up to 300x sweeter than sugar, with a hint of bitter, licoricelike flavour. Zero calories with a long history of safe traditional
use. Keep a plant in your kitchen and use leaves to sweeten
brewed tea. Use ground whole leaves or tincture to sweeten
smoothies or oatmeal.
Those white packets of “stevia”? Something entirely different: isolated, concentrated steviosides cut with fillers like
xylitol and inulin, which can cause digestive upset for some.
While approved as safe, very little long-term research has
been done on this newfangled version.
AGAVE SYRUP – Worried about the impact of high fructose
corn syrup (HFCS) on your health? Then don’t choose agave.
It beats HFCS, with its 55% fructose: commercial agave may
be up to 85% fructose and is about 1.5 times sweeter than
sugar. Because of the fructose content, it should have a lower
glycemic index but I wouldn’t recommend it for diabetes as
fructose is processed independently of the insulin/glucagon
mechanism for blood sugar control.
COCONUT SUGAR – Coconut sugar has a rich, caramel-like
flavour and is extracted from the sap of coconut palms. It is
mostly sucrose, like table sugar, with some free fructose and
glucose. It has a slightly lower glycemic index but not enough
to make it worth it. Where the flavour works, use it if you wish
– I have ruined a few of my recipes trying to substitute with
coconut sugar! Be sure to choose organic, fair trade varieties for
at least a bit more reassurance of social/environmental impact.

The only group that might think they need artificial sweeteners are those with diabetes but according to the Canadian
Practice Guidelines of the Canadian Diabetes Association,
even diabetics can obtain up to 10% of their daily calories
from real sugar. Remember, it is keeping blood sugars balanced
through a careful selection of whole foods that matter most.
If you eat a whole foods, unsweetened diet the majority of
the time, no sweetener (when used occasionally)
is going to be a problem. The challenge
is that for most of us this is not
the case. Work on choosing
unsweetened foods as much as
possible and put sugars in their
right place, as a treat.
Desiree Nielsen is a registered
dietitian, speaker and author of the
book Un-Junk Your Diet: How to Shop,
Cook and Eat to Fight Inflammation
and Feel Better, Forever! She contributes
to Global BC Weekend News, Breakfast
Television, Vista Magazine and CBC. She
lives in East Vancouver with her husband and
two children.

Wine, Wind,
and Sea

Don’t Bother:
SUGAR ALCOHOLS LIKE XYLITOL – Sugar alcohols are
poorly absorbed, resulting in a low calorie intake and low
impact on blood sugar. They are billed as a safe, natural alternative to sugar but I question how ‘natural’ it is to extract
xylitol from wood pulp... yep, that’s where it comes from.
Sugar alcohols are also a no go for low FODMAP diets and
may exacerbate digestive issues.
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THE FAKE STUFF: Aspartame, Splenda (Sucralose), Saccharin
(Sweet’n Low) – My philosophy is, why put something in your
body that you have no physiological necessity for? These
sweeteners are intensely sweet, providing a ‘sugar high’ that
nature cannot compete with - further wrangling your taste
buds to the dark side.
The research is inconclusive on the health consequences of
using artificial and no calorie sweeteners, with new suggestions
that might alter your intestinal flora in a way that harms health.
FarmFolk CityFolk magazine
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Despite challenging
conditions for farming,Yukon
has a thriving and engaged
farming community
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Yukon Bound
By Chris Thoreau

hen people think of Yukon they often think of long, cold winter nights,
the northern lights, and the Dawson City Music Festival. What they probably do not think about is agriculture or seed production.

W

So when Bauta Initiative National Director, Jane Rabinowicz asked me if I’d like
to travel to Yukon to explore how we can help support seed security initiatives
in this northern climate I was more than happy to do so. I was bit sceptical about
Yukon’s potential for substantial vegetable seed production since vegetable crops
need a fairly long season to produce seed, but I was certainly excited about learning
otherwise.
My trip was coordinated with the Arctic Institute of Community-Based Research
(AICBR), which engages in social and environmental community-based research
projects in the North. The AICBR has recognized seed as an important issue for
northern growers as well as Indigenous communities, which have long-standing
traditions around food in the North. Food security is an important issue in Yukon. As
a northern region with low population density, Yukon is far removed from the extensive transportation and distribution system that exists in the southern part of the
country. This makes Yukon vulnerable to conditions that jeopardize food imports. In
2012, flooding of the Liard River due to excessive spring rains and a rapidly melting
snowpack cut off Whitehorse from the Alaska Highway for several days. The closing
of the highway resulted in empty store shelves as residents stocked up on food and
supplies.
To address food security concerns, Yukon currently has a draft Local Food Strategy which is near completion. This comprehensive document lays out a number
of ambitious initiatives for the region over the next decade which will be a great
complement to the building momentum around local agriculture.
Despite challenging conditions for farming, Yukon has a thriving and engaged
farming community. Many farmers around Whitehorse and Dawson attend farmers markets in the city during the summer, and Growers of Organic Food Yukon, or
GoOFY is an active group of Yukon farmers working together to meet shared needs.
With a local food movement that has grown rapidly over the past ten years, Yukon
farmers are doing a great job building a viable market for local food.
As ambitious as Yukon farmers are, the farms in Yukon are relatively few and far
between. But they are just as recognizable as any other farm one might visit. Long
beds of diverse, inter-planted crops; various livestock integrated into the farm, often
wandering free in the wide-open spaces; greenhouses, compost piles, tractors, farm
stands, and Rubbermaids - if it weren’t for the landscape I could just as easily have
been visiting any number of BC small farms.
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Seed plays an important role in farming and food security
and Yukon relies almost completely on imported seed. Further, Yukon growing conditions are very unique: the growing
season is short, but the days are long - allowing crops to grow
quickly; the winter comes abruptly, but the cold winter conditions help control crop pests; and the region is almost defined
by microclimates and unexpected weather changes, making
each farm very unique. Thus, Yukon growers need seed that
will produce crops to tolerate these challenging and diverse
conditions.
Brassica crops were a common sight - both easy to grow
in Yukon and popular with consumers, they are staple crops
for most growers. Broccoli, kale, kohlrabi, cabbage, and cauliflower were popular at all the farms I visited. Carrots, beets,
and turnips were also popular along with garlic and potatoes
- all valued for their great storage ability. The more delicate
greens and lettuces were also popular, but their growing
season came to an abrupt end on September 20 for many
growers with a hard frost that signified the onset of winter.
Within these crops there is, surprisingly, a lot of potential
for seed production in Yukon. Yukon farmers are already
using their own garlic and potato seed as well as successfully
saving seed from many of the self-pollinating crops such as
tomatoes, beans, and lettuces. Root crops have promise as
seed crops as well; being biennials, farmers can dig up and
store their root crops then plant them out again the following
year as a seed crop - this crop control allows farmers to make
best use of their short seasons, and with the help of season

extension should have no problem getting many root crops
to set seed.
Biennial brassicas may also be viable seed crops. Roland
Girouard of Rivendell Farm, just outside of Whitehorse, tells
me he his cabbage crops which will reach back to life in the
spring after a winter buried in snow; and Bart Bounds of Elemental Farms hopes to use his years of experience farming in
Alaska to find ways to successfully produce brassica seed in
the North.
That said, both of these farmers also feel completely
overwhelmed with the idea of taking on more responsibility
during the short, intense growing season! Further, many Yukon
farmers are intimidated by increasing their seed production
without having a thorough knowledge of how to produce
good-quality seed. The risk of planting out seed which may
not be of optimum quality is a risk few farmers want to take.
So after approaching seed production in Yukon with a bit
of scepticism, having seen the successes many farmers are
having producing seed, I’m feeling more confident about the
potential of scaling up Yukon seed production. By incorporating Yukon growers into our programming, the Bauta Initiative
can provide some of the knowledge and resources needed for
successfully increasing seed production in Yukon.
Chris is a Co-coordinator of FarmFolk CityFolk’s seed program. He is
an owner-member at Vancouver Food Pedalers Cooperative, one of
Vancouver’s most successful and longest running urban farms which
grows high-quality micro-greens.
PHOTOS BY CHRIS THOREAU
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Soil is the third pillar of
environmental health.

HOT

TOPIC

Soils, Science and Celebration
By Michael Marrapese

e often think of soil in negative ways. It’s dirt. It’s full of germs. (And
indeed, a teaspoon of good soil can contain roughly a million beneficial
micro-organisms.) It gets in the way. It needs to be removed so that foundations, roadbeds and container terminals can be built. This myopia is somewhat
understandable. British Columbia is not generally considered an agricultural province. Only 5% of BC’s land is considered to be arable. And yet, agriculture in BC is an
11 billion dollar industry annually, employing over 61,000 people.

W

Soil is the third pillar of environmental health, along with air and water. In some
ways, soil is the most important. The world’s living blanket of soil mitigates both air
and water quality. And yet, it is sadly overlooked. To help engage people with the
issues of soil, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations declared
2015 the International Year of the Soils. While this didn’t raise much attention in
BC, the UBC Botanical Gardens held a number of events including a Taste of Terroir
dinner showcasing foods from our region. The concept of terroir is that every region
has a unique combination of soil, climate and hydrology that affects the quality and
flavour of the food products from that region. This is a process that Rea Abbott of
Ello Foods has come to appreciate. Abbott was intimately involved with the creation
of the menu and sourcing the products for the Taste of Terroir event. In the process
of working with chefs and growers, “we learned that different areas and different
temperature zones and different soil quality types grow different quality foods,” she
says. “In Lillooet it’s really hot and they grow really great melons and carrots. In the
Similkameen Valley they grow really good onions and keeper crops. In the Fraser
Valley, because it’s so juicy here, it’s almost more colourful — peppers and tomatoes,
the radishes and squashes. I would argue that a radish that comes out of the Fraser
Valley is probably going to be sweeter than a radish that comes out of Cawston.”
Terroir, however, isn’t very scientific or precise. This is partly because it is very hard
to study. We understand soil chemistry fairly well. The soil tests we use today are
much the same as what we used 50 or 60 years ago. The biology of soil is a different
matter. “What’s really under development is understanding the life in the soil, the
biology in the soil,” explains Art Bomke, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Land and
Food Systems at UBC. “It’s probably the cutting edge of soil science at this point
in time. We’re not quite at the point where we can pin down soil biological health
or quality as well as we can with some of the chemical or physical properties. It’s
really important because we know that the decomposition or turn-over of organic
matter, the storage of carbon in the soil, the fixation of nitrogen are all biologically
mediated.”
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However, addressing soil quality is considerably more complicated than air or
water quality. “Soil will drive the pure scientist crazy because, frankly, it’s a dirty

system,” says Bomke. “It’s not like being in the lab where you can run an experiment
in a nice clean test tube.”
Soils are less dynamic but much more complicated than other systems. Soil systems tend to resist change. This is a mixed blessing. When soil is healthy it doesn’t
acidify too quickly, it holds nutrients and water. But if soil gets compacted from excessive tillage or altered with chemical additives it may take a long time to recover.
In the worst cases, it may never recover.
Soil systems serve a number of purposes. For example, the Fraser Delta is incredibly important habitat for migratory birds and other wildlife. The valley soils are also
watersheds delivering drinking water or maintaining stream flows for salmon habitat.
The slow release of nutrients into the river delta drives the food chain for aquatic
life for hundreds of kilometres into the ocean. Bomke points out that we undervalue
these vital services. “These environmental services should be paid for by the rest of
us to fulfill our obligation to the environment. It’s unfair to expect farmers to do
that strictly out of the surplus they get in the marketplace. I’d love to see a levy in
the Metro Vancouver area to support farmers in providing ecological services and
compensating them adequately for those services.” Abbott stresses that soil is the
key to both the health of the planet and of ourselves. “We need to get to a point
with our ecosystem and the health and welfare of our planet that starts with the
soil. That is the base of it all. If we don’t have healthy soil, we don’t have healthy
people,” she says. “I’m really glad it’s the Year of the Soil… but if somebody else call
it ‘dirt’ I’ll scream.”
British Columbia is really at the margin of global agriculture — small-scale but very
productive and diverse. Bomke strongly believes that, with the dramatic changes
we are seeing in climate, and the pressures of development, we need to be vigilant
in preserving our agricultural and environmental heritage. He explains that, “as the
food system begins to be stressed either by energy costs or by water shortages,
the places that are going to feel it first are the places that are on the ends of the
food chain, the food network — like Vancouver. And, when you move out into the
province, or into the North or the Cariboo/Chilcotin, that’s where the conventional
food system is really not delivering the goods and local production can do it better.
I think there is such a need to preserve our food producing potential.” Lots to talk
about—perhaps just one year for soil is not enough.
Michael Marrapese lives and works at Fraser Common Farm Cooperative and is the
Communications and IT Manager with FarmFolk CityFolk. He has extensive experience in
television, theatre and print, is an avid photographer and writer. He loves the challenge of
adapting to the ever-evolving world of technology in a not-for-profit office.
PHOTOS BY MICHAEL MARRAPESE AND BRIAN HARRIS
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Here’s to another 50 years of
celebrating the harvest!

WO RK IN G

TO GE THER

Our Thanks
By Kelly Farrell

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much”.
o truer words ring so loudly than during Feast season here at the FarmFolk
CityFolk office. With three Feast of Fields fundraisers that attract over 3000
people, held annually across three regions in BC during August and September, we are often overwhelmed by what we can pull off in just a few short months.

N

With a full time staff of just five people, FarmFolk CityFolk relies heavily on the
volunteers who commit countless hours to helping us prepare and execute our
events. From the planning teams who assists the event coordinators with everything
from participant coordination to marketing and promotions, to the (at least) 50
day-of volunteers that help us load in, set up, tear down and everything in between.
Without the steadfast commitment of these individuals, we could not continue to
sustain and grow Feast of Fields; one of the province’s longest running local food
celebrations.
Many people may be surprised to know that this coming year we’ll be celebrating
our 50th Feast. While that in itself is cause for celebration, we can’t help but be
blown away by the amount of support we continue to receive from our community;
our sponsors, participants and especially the volunteers.
To everyone who has attended, participated or volunteered, we thank you.
Here’s to another 50 years of celebrating the harvest, connecting communities and
strengthening our local food system.
Kelly grew up in a small family whose lives revolved around sourcing, planning and sharing
meals together. After moving to Kingston to get her BA from Queen’s University, Kelly made her
way out to the West Coast and has been calling Vancouver home for the past nine years. Now a
Marketing Communications professional, Kelly has worked in both the corporate and nonprofit
side of the food business and is a veteran of the hospitality industry.
PHOTOS BY BRIAN HARRIS
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